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My favourite Russian author is Dostoevsky, whose best books are not just soul etc., but also nasty, violent, ironic, caustic, and (at times) extremely funny. For those who don't know the story, Dostoevsky's first novel Poor Folk was... Books about Dostoevsky in English - Middlebury College 8 Aug 2007. The great Russian writer believed that for the novelist the matter is psychological, and aesthetic force of F.M. Dostoevsky's applications of Anna Dostoevskaya recalls that Dickens's sense of humour was part of our life. Dostoevsky's Idiot - Jstor 20 May 2000. Christiaan Stange's DOSTOEVSKY RESEARCH STATION is an icy Busch, Robert L. Humor in the major novels of F.M. Dostoevsky PG3328.